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Abstract

Facebook marketing is becoming an increasingly important tool for companies to influence consumer decision-making. However, there is currently little empirical knowledge about the extent of influence of Facebook marketing on the decision-making process of consumers. This study contributes to these gaps in the literature and investigates the influence of Facebook marketing activities on the decision-making process of consumers. The theory revealed four Facebook marketing activities that affected the first two phases of the decision-making process. These Facebook marketing activities were advertisements, recommend/share, likes and reviews. Whether they actually had an impact has been tested with the help of survey among 112 respondents. The results of the regression analysis showed that all four Facebook marketing activities had a positive influence on the decision-making process.

1. Introduction

There are millions of individuals on the internet who want to meet other users to gather information and share experiences or information. These millions of individuals are using social media channels like Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and Instagram. Because a lot of user information becomes available via social media, companies use social media as a marketing tool [9]. This has changed the way companies communicate with their customers and share information about their products [34]. Consumers also use social media to communicate with retailers, with the result that consumer engagement is increasing [1].

The literature on social mediamarketing remains fragmented and is focused on isolated issues, such as tactics for effective communication[58]. In the literature there are several models that describe the ways in which consumers get engaged with companies and the path that a consumer goes through before, during and after the purchase of a product or service. Like the customer journey, the AIDA model and the consumer decision-making process. AIDA stands for Attention, Interest, Desire and Action. The customer journey is a roadmap that shows how a customer get engaged with a company. The roadmap shows which way a customer goes through to buy a product or to gather information [29]. The AIDA model shows what happens when a consumer sees and uses an advertisement [37]. However, during this study, the focus will be on the consumer decision-making process. According to Power and Phillips-Wren [35] new technologies like social media ensure that the decision-making process of individuals, groups and organizations keeps changing. The decision-making process consists of phases that a consumer goes through before, during and after the purchase of a product or service [30]. Social media can have a positive and negative influence on the effectiveness of the decision-making process [35].

The scope of this study will be on the social media platform Facebook. In the Netherlands, Facebook is after WhatsApp the largest social media platform with 10.8 million active users. The age category on Facebook are people between 20-39 years (89%) [49].

The main research question in this study is: What is the influence of Facebook marketing on the consumer decision-making process?

The remainder of this study is structured as follows. First, a systematic review of the literature is conducted. Followed by an explanation of the research methodology after which the results are analyzed and discussed. The main research question in the conclusion will then be answered followed by a discussion of the implications. The final chapter will discuss the limitations of this research and directions for further research.

2. Systematic literature review

In this chapter there will be a review of existing literature in order to solve the research problem. A systematic literature review will be conducted and this systematic literature review will serve as a theoretical framework in the remainder of this research. The systematic literature review ensures that there will be a
relatively complete picture of the existing literature about the subject [50]. During this systematic literature review, the ‘Grounded Theory Literature Review Method’ [52] will be used.

In the first instance, the keywords that will be used to answer the research questions are: “social media marketing”, “Facebook marketing”, “consumer decision-making process”, “retail AND social media” and “Facebook AND decision making”.

In the second stage the actual search of the keywords takes place. The results of the search can be seen in table 1 below.

Table 1. The actual search of keywords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Number of articles</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social media marketing</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>43,03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook marketing</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1,96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer decision making process</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>16,56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail AND social media</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>16,93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook AND decision making</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>21,52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1636</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the third stage, only the relevant articles are selected [52]. This is done based on a number of criteria. First, duplicate items are removed. Then articles were selected based on relevance by looking at the titles and abstracts. These titles and/or abstracts must correspond with the research topic. After this, 107 articles remained. Subsequently, the articles were scanned and another 93 articles fell outside the scope of the research. Ultimately, 14 articles remained that are relevant for the literature review.

In the fourth stage, the articles are analyzed. For each article important findings will be marked that fit within the scope of the review. In the last stage, the marked findings are structured based on the three sub-questions that have been formulated [52]. An overview of the remaining 14 articles is given in table 2.

2.1. Consumer decision-making process

There are several authors who describe the decision-making process of consumers [30, 42, 4]. The phases are all very similar, however small differences or extra phases have been added by the authors. In this study it was decided to use the decision-making process as described by Silverman [42] because the phases of this process most clearly represent the total decision-making process of consumers and with the help of these phases it is possible to systematically describe the phase(s) on which Facebook marketing has influence. The decision-making process can be defined as an activity that consists of different phases before, during and after the purchase of a product or service [30]. Silverman [42] describes five phases that a consumer goes through before, during and after the purchase of a product or service. These five phases are problem recognition, info search, evaluation of alternatives, purchase decision and post purchase behavior. Purchase decision reflects the customers desire to purchase a product located on social commerce environments [59].

In a recent study by Miklošík [30] it was reported that the decision-making process includes a number of characteristics/conditions. First, decision-making is a variable process. This means that the process can take a different time per person, from a few minutes to months and years. A consumer can go through all phases or jump directly from the bottom to the top. The process can also be terminated at any time. Second, the decision-making process usually happens unconsciously and the consumer is not aware that the process has started and the process is progressing. The consumer will only realize this when the end product has been purchased or used. Third, the decision-making process is strictly individual. It is unique for every consumer and depends on his culture, economic situation, environment and social situation. There is no universal process that applies to all consumers worldwide [32].

Since the arrival of Web 2.0 and social media, the decision-making process has been heavily influenced. Information about products or services is much more accessible and easier to find for consumers. Heinonen [22] describes the relationship between social media and the consumer decision-making process. She states that social media influence the (brand) attitudes and purchase intentions of the consumer. Social media has changed the way people behave during the different stages of the decision-making process.

Only the first two phases of the decision-making process problem recognition and information search and the changes of these phases since the arrival of social media will now be further described. Because the focus of this study is on the first two phases of the decision-making process (see section 2.3 for further explanation).

The decision-making process is described from a rational perspective, besides the rational side of the decision-making process there is also an emotional psychological perspective. However, this study focuses on the rational perspective because the emotional psychological perspective is very complicated and there can be inexplicable reasons why a consumer
makes a certain choice. The rational perspective makes it less complicated to test and verify hypotheses in the survey.

**Problem recognition.** Solomon et al.[46] explain that the consumer recognizes a problem when there is a difference between the current and the desired situation, which must be sufficiently large to activate the decision-making process. Yadav et al.[54] claim that problem recognition can occur due to internal signals (e.g. hunger). However, problem recognition can also occur when a consumer is stimulated by external factors, for example advertising on social media channels [24].

Constantinides and Fountain[10] argue that external factors like social media provide external incentives in the decision-making process. As a result, social media channels ensure that consumer creates new needs. By creating these new needs, the consumer recognizes a problem and wants to solve this problem. This can be done in making a purchase. The type of need influences the progress of the decision-making process. A primary need will progress faster and smoother than a secondary or tertiary need [30].

**Information search.** After the consumer has recognized a problem, one looks for information about the purchase. In this phase, comparing products, finding information about these products and judging the best option play an important role [42]. Consumers can search information in two different ways, internally and externally. Internal search means that the consumer has knowledge through previous experience with the product or service. External search means that the consumer collects information from the internet or acquaintances [41]. Sahelices-Pinto et al. [41] claim that the search for information can be passive or active, meaning that consumers sometimes receive information passively, while at other times they actively search for information by, for example, searching information on the internet or visiting stores.

According to Miklošik [30] the second phase of the decision-making process has been shortened by social media. Consumers search online for information about their purchase. Because a lot of online information is available, consumers find sooner information that they need [30]. Here they gathered in-depth knowledge about a product. Smith and Chaffey [45] asserts that social media is one of the main reasons why consumers buy their products online. Because consumers receive information about a product or service on chats, via videos on YouTube, emails and messages on Facebook and Twitter, they are more likely to purchase a product online.

**2.2. Social media and Facebook marketing**

Weinberg [51] asserts that social media marketing is a process whereby retailers are encouraged to promote or offer their product or service through social media channels and to communicate with customers. Öztamur and Karakadılar [33] support this and claim that social media marketing is a mechanism to create more website visits by generating interest among consumers via social media channels. Additionally, it is crucial that marketers know the needs of their consumers. This is important because it enables marketers to communicate with consumers in a personal way [57]. Mas-Tur et al[28] contend that the biggest advantage of social media marketing for retailers is that they can collect significant amounts of information about customers. This information can be used in various ways, for example in the development of new products, feedback and selection of segments.

An important aspect of social media marketing is content. Content must be relevant, fit within the corporate culture, business goals and deliver customer value [15]. Social media content can be used in advertisements to influence consumer behavior. Moreover, content that consumers attracts is more likely to be shared with their own network. High quality content is therefore essential and can encourage consumers to engage [2].

This study focuses on the social media platform Facebook and therefore there will be now a further explanation about the phenomenon Facebook marketing. Facebook is a social media platform that allows people to communicate with friends, family and acquaintances, share photos and chat. Additionally, it has grown as an important platform for social media marketing [23]. The time spend on Facebook is more than on sites like Google, Yahoo, YouTube, Wikipedia and other social media platforms [48]. For marketers this is an important reason to be active on Facebook. Facebook users are more likely to view a product or download a discount code when it is on Facebook [48]. Moreover, Facebook enables marketers to enter into a two-way relationship with consumers and can accelerate the sharing of information about a brand and thus foster the performance of a brand [18]. According to Marsden (2011) Facebook serves mainly as a supporting platform between the retailer and the customer during the sales process. Facebook marketing can be used for different purposes, namely forcing the customer to purchase, creating customer trust for a future purchase and customer promotion using word-of-mouth advertising [27].
2.3. Influence of Facebook marketing on decision-making

There are several ways to influence the decision-making process of consumers by Facebook marketing. Facebook has itself developed a number of tools for marketers who make it easier to approach consumers like Facebook ads manager where consumers can be triggered based on various marketing objectives like (brand) awareness, consideration and conversion [21]. Moreover, Facebook users can also ‘like’ pages, post reviews on business pages, make recommendations and share pages or products.

2.3.1. Facebook advertisements. Personal targeting of Facebook users with offers is seen as a big advantage for retailers [21]. Yang et al. [56] underline this benefit and emphasize that the biggest advantage of Facebook marketing is the ability to directly target potential customers. This means that potential customers see personalized advertisements on Facebook that are based on demographic data, interests and behavior. When users use mobile phones, Facebook can locate consumers through the global positioning system (GPS) [3]. For example, it is possible to target a particular location where Facebook users have recently been. The mobile use of Facebook is very high, 1.66 billion people use a mobile when they are active on Facebook. That is more than 90 percent of monthly active users [36].

Carter [7] pretends that Facebook is a powerful targeting channel. With Facebook targeting, just as many people can be reached as with traditional marketing, but at a lower price. Retailers can determine exactly when and how long their targeting campaigns should run [7]. Previous studies by Kumar and Raju [25] and Roa and Rao [39] have shown that advertising in general has a positive impact on the decision-making process. Additionally, as mentioned in the consumer decision-making process part, the consumer can recognize a problem by external factors like advertisements [24].

Therefore:

H1: Facebook advertisements have a positive influence on problem recognition

2.3.2. Recommending and sharing. In the post purchase evaluation phase, the consumer will firstly be inclined to share his purchase via social media channels. Miklošík [30] affirms that consumers are looking for appreciation and advice from other users to increase the added value of their purchase. By sharing a positive experience on Facebook or by recommending the purchased product, friends of this user can create a need and get also the feeling of wanting the product. Besides, if a consumer shares a link to a specific product or discount on Facebook, it appears in the news feed of friends of the consumer. Friends of the user can comment on this or share the link with their friends [38].

Therefore, the second hypothesis is:

H2: Recommending or sharing products or discounts by Facebook friends has a positive influence on problem recognition

2.3.3. Likes and reviews. First, there are the Facebook pages of retailers themselves. Smith and Treadway [44] affirm that these business pages have become the favorite channel for retailers to communicate with customers and to inform them. Retailers can display their products by taking photos, videos, opinion polls, placing promotional codes and organizing events. Another important characteristic of a business page is that customers can communicate with the company [20]. Think of giving an opinion about a (new) product, discussing with other customers and asking questions to employees of the company. If the consumer is a fan of a brand, one can ‘like’ the company page. When the consumer has ‘liked’ the page, one receives updates about that page in his news feed. In addition, one can see activities of other users who have also liked the page in his newsfeed [31]. Harris and Dennis [21] maintain that the most popular reasons among consumers to like a certain company were getting discounts and showing to their friends which brands they support. When consumers search for information in the second phase of the decision-making process, they can look at the number of Facebook friends who have liked a certain brand on Facebook. Since trust is an important factor when making a purchase [21].

Therefore, the third hypothesis is:

H3: The number of Facebook friends who have liked a page of interest of the consumer positively influences the search of information

Another important role that a company page plays is that consumers can share their experiences with the product. As mentioned earlier two-thirds of the consumer activities in the pre-purchase phases are concerned with reading reviews on the internet and word-of-mouth recommendations from family and friends [13]. Research by Nielsen [48] showed that consumers most trust their friends and family for a review of a product or service. They also trust reviews from other consumers on a Facebook company page more than information on the company’s website.

Therefore:

H4: Reading reviews of friends or other users on Facebook positively influences the search of information
To clarify the hypotheses in combination with the consumer decision-making process, see the conceptual model (figure 1). Based on the last column of table 2 and the theory used in this section, the Facebook marketing activities and hypotheses are linked to a certain phase in the decision-making process. A study by Richard and Guppy [38] used the same conceptual model for their research. However, their research focused on the influence of Facebook marketing activities on consumer purchase intention and this research focuses on the first two phases of the consumer decision-making process.

In this conceptual model, the first two phases of the decision-making process have been combined into the Facebook Marketing Intelligence component. Herbert Simon [43] describes the first two phases of the decision-making process; problem recognition and searching for information together as intelligence. Intelligence relates to the identification of the problem and information that needs to be collected concerning the problem [43]. So, the Facebook Marketing Intelligence component means that when consumers create a need, they identify a problem and search for information to solve it.

To give an overview of the articles used during the literature review combined with the topic of these articles, see table 2. A + means that the topic; decision-making and/or Facebook marketing is included in that article and a - means that the topic is not included in the article.

### Table 2. Overview of used articles by topic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Decision-making</th>
<th>Facebook marketing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andrej Miklošík (2015)[30]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinonen (2011)[22]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constantides and Fountain (2008)[10]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahelices-Pinto et al. (2018)[41]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power and Phillips-Wren (2011)[35]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Öztamur and Karakadılar (2014)[33]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mas-Tur et al. (2016)[28]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley and Tuten (2015)[2]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris and Dennis (2011)[21]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yadav et al. (2013)[54]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumar and Raju (2013)[25]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roa and Roa (2012)[39]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard and Guppy (2014)[38]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson-Field et al. (2012)[31]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Methodology

The hypotheses are developed based on how retailers try to influence consumers (e.g. advertisements) in the first two phases of the decision-making process. So, for certain phases of the decision-making process, questions will be formulated to measure the effect of Facebook marketing in that particular phase.

#### 3.1. Data collection

The study was conducted in the Netherlands and the target group of this research were students at the University of Twente who are active on Facebook. The aim of the survey was to obtain the largest possible number of respondents. Because a large sample size will increase the reliability of the research[14]. To calculate the sample size, the Yamane [55] formula was used. The Yamane [55] formula is a simplified formula for calculating the sample size.

The formula is: 
\[ n = N / (1 + N (e)^2) \]

where:
- \( n \) is the sample size,
- \( N \) is the total population of the group students,
- \( e \) is the desired level of precision (confidence level).

In order to collect the minimum number of respondents of 110, a gift card was awarded among the respondents. The respondents were approached by an email. An online survey has been chosen because it provides a faster and higher response and the design is more attractive [6].

#### 3.2. Survey

The survey was structured in three parts. Firstly, by asking general questions like the average number of hours of use of Facebook, on what kind of device the respondent is active on Facebook and whether the respondent has ever made an impulsive purchase after seeing an advertisement on Facebook. Demographic questions like gender and age were also asked. These questions were used as control variables in the analysis. The general questions were followed by questions to test the four hypotheses. These questions
were about the Facebook marketing activities [21,54,25,38,39]:
- Advertisements;
- Recommendations/sharing;
- Likes and
- Reviews.

Due to limited space we cannot add the full questionnaire in the appendix but we can send it upon request.

4. Results
In this chapter the data from the surveys has been analyzed. A total of 121 students started the survey. Due to incomplete answers, 9 surveys were excluded, so 112 surveys remained.

4.1. Descriptive statistics
The first questions in the survey focused on gathering information about gender, age, Facebook usage, the type of device on which the respondent was most active on Facebook and whether the respondent has ever made an impulsive purchase after seeing an advertisement on Facebook. The remaining 112 respondents consisted of 58 women (51.8%) and 54 men (48.2%). The most respondents came from the age category between 22 and 25 years old (64.3%). The average hours of Facebook use per week is very different among respondents. The largest percentage is on average 1 to 3 hours per week on Facebook (35.7%). The most commonly used device to be active on Facebook is the mobile phone (74.1%). Finally, the vast majority of respondents indicated that they never made an impulsive purchase after seeing an advertisement on Facebook (64.3%).

4.2. Reliability and validity
To increase the reliability of the research the aim of the survey was to obtain the largest possible number of respondents [14]. So, as mentioned in the methodology chapter 110 respondents were necessary to collect with at a confidence level of 95%. After two weeks this number was accomplished and eventually 112 students completed the entire survey. Concerning the generalizability, the target group of this study were students at the University of Twente. The age category that is most on Facebook in the Netherlands are people between 20-39 years (89%) (van der Veer, Boekee, Hoekstra, & Peters, 2018). Thus, this statistic indicated that the age of the respondents in the survey were equal to the age of the largest number of Facebook users in the Netherlands.

Cooper and Schindler [12] contend that reliability is the overall consistency of a measure. Cronbach's alpha (α) is the measurement to test the consistency. The test is acceptable when α > .70 (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). A confirmatory factor analysis was performed to assess the validity. To check if the test shows acceptable convergent validity, the factor loadings of each item must be above .70 [19]. Each scale item showed acceptable reliability (α > .70) and convergent validity (factor loadings > .70). The study is therefore reliable and valid and can be used for further investigation. The explained variance of advertisements, recommend/share, likes and reviews were 77.4%, 82.3%, 81.1% and 91.6%. These results show that Facebook marketing has an important impact on the first two phases of consumer decision-making process.

4.3. Hypothesis testing
To test the hypotheses, a multiple regression analysis was conducted. The confirmatory factor analysis was not only used to measure validity, but also to measure the correlation between the different statements. As expected, four different items were extracted from the factor analysis. The four items were computed into four new variables, namely

![Figure 1. Conceptual model with results](image-url)
advertisements, recommend/share, likes and reviews. Subsequently, by means of multiple regression analysis it was tested whether these independent variables affected the dependent variables problem recognition and information search. The results are shown in table 3 below.

### Table 3. Multiple regression analysis results (*p<0.05, **p<0.01)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>R square</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>t-statistic</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>6.754</td>
<td>&lt;0.01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>8.085</td>
<td>&lt;0.01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>4.485</td>
<td>&lt;0.01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>4.853</td>
<td>&lt;0.01**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Advertisements and recommend/share had a combined R square of 0.676. This means that 67.6% of the variation in problem recognition can be explained by the independent variables advertisements and recommend/share. Likes and reviews had a combined R square of 0.483. So, 48.3% of the variation in information search can be explained by the independent variables likes and reviews. According to the results from the multiple regression analysis, all hypotheses were supported and had a significant positive influence on the first two phases of the decision-making process; problem recognition and information search. Figure 1 shows the conceptual model from the literature review again, including all beta and p-values.

Recommending and sharing pages, products or discounts (β=0.514) had a greater effect on problem recognition than Facebook advertisements (β=0.429). In addition, reviews (β=0.407) had a greater effect on information search than likes (β=0.377). Moreover, it has been tested whether the first phase of the decision-making process problem recognition has a positive influence on the second phase of the decision-making process search of information. It was found that problem recognition had a significant positive influence on search of information (β=0.400, p<.001).

It was also examined whether having ever made an impulsive purchase after seeing a Facebook advertisement affects the extent to which a respondent is influenced by Facebook marketing. An independent samples T-test was conducted to test if there was statistical evidence between making an impulsive purchase after seeing a Facebook advertisement and being influenced by the Facebook marketing activities advertisements, recommend/share, likes and reviews. So, it is tested whether respondents who have ever made an impulsive purchase are on average more likely to be influenced by Facebook marketing than respondents who have never made an impulsive purchase before.

The independent samples T-test showed that there was statistical evidence that respondents who have ever made an impulsive purchase after seeing a Facebook advertisement were on average more likely to be affected by Facebook marketing activities than respondents who did not make an impulsive purchase, see table 4.

### Table 4. Independent samples T-test results (*p<0.05, **p<0.01)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facebook marketing activities</th>
<th>t-statistic</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advertisements</td>
<td>t (104) = 5.171</td>
<td>p = 0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommend/share</td>
<td>t (110) = 2.985</td>
<td>p = 0.002**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>t (105) = 1.953</td>
<td>p = 0.027*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews</td>
<td>t (99) = 2.073</td>
<td>p = 0.041*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of comparing the means show that respondents who once made an impulsive purchase after seeing a Facebook advertisement are the most influenced by reviews (M=3.91; SD=0.77), followed by advertisements (M=3.78; SD=0.73), likes (M=3.66; SD=0.72) and recommend/share (M=3.59; SD=0.87). Besides, they are more likely to recognize a need and search for information on Facebook. However, this is a logical outcome, since the hypothesis testing showed that Facebook marketing had a positive influence on the first two phases of the decision-making process.

Moreover, it has been examined whether the control variables; age, gender, average number of hours of use of Facebook per week and on which device the respondent is most active on Facebook caused differences in the degree of influence of Facebook marketing activities. However, no significant differences were discovered and therefore these variables are not considered.

### 5. Discussion

The systematic literature review led to the expectation that four Facebook marketing activities affect the first two phases of the decision-making process. Four hypotheses were used to check whether this expectation was correct.

The first hypothesis was to test whether Facebook advertisements had a positive influence on problem recognition. Based on results from the multiple regression analysis, this study found a positive significant influence between Facebook advertisements and problem recognition. So, the first hypothesis has been supported and was consistent with previous studies where advertisements had a positive influence.
on decision-making [25, 39]. However, these studies tested the influence of advertising in general on the decision-making process. The added value of this research is that advertisements specifically on Facebook had a positive influence on the decision-making process.

The second hypothesis was about whether recommending and sharing pages, products and discounts has a positive influence on problem recognition. This hypothesis was also supported and there was a positive significant influence between recommending/sharing and problem recognition. This research showed that recommending/sharing had more impact on problem recognition than Facebook advertisements. This was supported by a study of Harris and Dennis [21] who claim that people trust their family and friends more than any other type of information about products and services.

The third and fourth hypotheses were used to test whether likes of Facebook friends and reviews affected the second phase of the decision-making process; the search of information. Likes from Facebook friends and reviews had a positive significant impact on the search of information phase. Trust in a certain brand is an important factor when searching for information [21]. Because of this, 65% of the respondents from this study trust a brand that was liked by friends more. The positive significant impact of reviews on search of information was consistent [48] that concluded that consumers have more confidence in reviews from family, friend and other consumers than information from a company itself. So, Facebook marketing activities affect as expected the first two phases of the decision-making process.

Furthermore, the results showed that there was statistical evidence that respondents who have ever made an impulsive purchase after seeing a Facebook advertisement were on average more affected by Facebook marketing activities than respondents who have never made an impulsive purchase. The Facebook marketing activity that on average affects the respondents who have ever made an impulsive purchase the most were reviews. This was in line with previous studies that indicate that the awareness effect of reviews encourages people to buy products they would not normally have noticed [26, 53]. The added value of this study is that it concerns impulsive purchases after seeing a Facebook advertisement. The same applies to the recommending and sharing of pages, products and discounts. When retailers encourage consumers to recommend or share a page, product or discount, other consumers are more likely to recognize a 'problem' and create a need.

The Facebook marketing activities likes and reviews had a positive influence on the second stage of decision-making; search of information. This means that when retailers have many likes and positive reviews on their Facebook page, consumers have more trust in their company and are more likely to buy their product/service there.

However, not all four Facebook marketing activities had an equal influence on consumer decision-making. This research showed that recommending and sharing pages, products and discounts had the most influence on the decision-making process. Followed by Facebook advertisements, reviews and likes. It can also be concluded that the influence of Facebook marketing was higher for consumers who have ever made an impulsive purchase after seeing a Facebook advertisement than consumers who have never made an impulsive purchase.

8. Limitations
This study contains some limitations:
This study has only examined the influence of Facebook marketing activities on Facebook Marketing Intelligence. It would be beneficial to test the relationship between Facebook Marketing Intelligence and the intention to purchase phase.
Thirdly, 64.3% of the respondents were between 22 and 25 years old, which limits the generalizability of the research.

6. Conclusion
The objectives of this study were to discover to what extent Facebook marketing had an influence on the consumer decision-making process and to explore the impact of Facebook. So, the first objective was to discover to what extent Facebook marketing had an influence on the consumer decision-making process. The Facebook marketing activities advertisements and recommend/share had a positive influence on the first stage of decision-making; problem recognition. This means that when retailers approach consumers on Facebook through advertisements, consumers are more likely to recognize a 'problem' and thus create a need. The same applies to the recommending and sharing of pages, products and discounts. When retailers encourage consumers to recommend or share a page, product or discount, other consumers are more likely to recognize a 'problem' and create a need.

The Facebook marketing activities likes and reviews had a positive influence on the second stage of decision-making; search of information. This means that when retailers have many likes and positive reviews on their Facebook page, consumers have more trust in their company and are more likely to buy their product/service there.
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